PointRight® PDPM

Reach Your PDPM Potential with Actionable Analytics

Take Action!

Know what you
Improve MDS coding
need to improve to to succeed with
get accurate
PDPM reimbursement
PDPM payment

Build your required
compliance plan
with confidence

Join our free
PDPM CEU
Education Series

PointRight - Your PDPM Partner
We identify your PDPM potential and what
actions you can take to achieve it
We have the right data at the right time to
ensure actionable and relevant insights
We’re invested in your future through
unparalleled client support and free,
on-going PDPM educational webinars
You can leverage built-in PDPM analytics
today – it’s part of your workflow

“PointRight’s PDPM Reimbursement
Driver Analysis alerts us to pain
points that must be solved as part of
our transition to PDPM. PointRight
ensures that we have the right
analytics, support, and training to be
successful with PDPM.”
Allan Swerdloff,
VP of Value Based Care & Procurement,
AristaCare

LEARN MORE
Visit www.pointright.com or email info@pointright.com to request a demo or to get additional information

PDPM MDS Item
Reimbursement
Driver Analysis

PDPM Solution Overview
Pinpoint where you have
risk or opportunity and
prioritize appropriate action,
including training and process
improvements

Deploy “PDPM what-if”
tests to check MDS coding
for patient-level PDPM
reimbursement information
and ICD-10 coding

Get actionable analytic
insights for a datadriven, comprehensive
compliance program to meet
Requirements of Participation

Join our team of Senior
Healthcare Specialists in a
series of webinars that will
guide you through PDPM
implementation.

ABOUT
POINTRIGHT
PointRight delivers quantifiable value to more than 2,500 skilled nursing facilities,
hospital systems, ACOs and REITs across the US. Our deep clinical experience,
combined with a 20+ year history advocating for the use of data to improve postacute care quality, sets us apart in a market that recognizes the need for credible
post-acute insights.

LEARN MORE
Visit www.pointright.com or email info@pointright.com to request a demo or to get additional information

